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         President’s Column

by Cindy Simpson
TACT President

Dear Colleague:  
 As we kick off this new school year, we each re-
evaluate ourselves and our methods to improve our effec-
tiveness for the life-long benefit of our students.  When I 

attempt the same introspection about how we – TACT, a state professional asso-
ciation – are fulfilling our responsibilities to your needs, I bounce among the many 
activities intended to make your career safer and more productive for the many 
audiences we serve.  So this may be a once-over-lightly, but here’s what comes to 
mind.
 -   Your colleagues who don’t subscribe to some sort of Educators Profes-
sional Liability Insurance, as you do with your TACT membership, just aren’t 
paying attention.  The calls that come through our state office about faculty in 
need of legal services is disheartening.  Maybe you could do your office neighbor 
a favor by sharing this with her. 
 -  Vote: The November elections determine who we deal with when we 
communicate with the Legislature.  Think ahead about if you should vote early.  
Take a colleague to the polls.  This is serious stuff, people!  
 -  Closing the Gaps by 2015 is winding down.  We will participate in the 
development of its successor, chaired by El Paso businessman Woody Hunt.  Why 
have we, as a State, met some goals and not others?  Total enrollment is way up, 
but some sub-sets - including certain minorities and men - are not keeping up.  
Meanwhile the percentage of Hispanic and African-American students in public 
education now totals 65 percent of all students.  Increasing dollars dedicated to 
academic research has been one of the bright spots of the strategic plan.  Cranking 
out graduates with STEM degrees has underachieved.  
 -  Where will you be on Friday, October 24 as we carry the 2015 TACT 
Legislative Agenda to the legislators and their staffs at the Capitol?  With us?  Oh, 
good.
 -  Enjoying the new TACT website?  No?  That’s because we’re still in the 
fundraising stage.  Care to send us a few shillings to cover the extremely reason-
able development costs?  If you prefer the James Puckett Government Relations 
Fund, you could give to that and we will happily redirect.
 So, best of luck during your next nine months as we jump through the nec-
essary hoops to get to why we signed on – an educated citizenry, some of whom 
are better off for having passed through our classrooms.
 
Cindy Simpson
President  
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its zenith in Texas.  Many legislators with whom we have worked successfully on 
higher education issues will not be returning.
 
 In addition to our legislative advocacy membership benefit, all TACT 
members are subscribed to the Educators Professional Liability Insurance.  Your 
colleagues without it are walking through the ring of fire without the asbestos suit.  
And if they think, “It can’t happen to me,” or “The university will defend my rights,” 
they are either new to your profession, not paying attention, or not sitting in my 
office when I receive the calls from faculty whose careers are on the line.
 
 Tenure denied…..retaliation……sexual harassment…..job dismissal…..
promotion issues…..intellectual property…..former student can’t find a job 
(seriously)…..pick your poison.  A professor friend of mine in another state spent 
years in prison for inappropriate material on his office computer, despite numerous 
people having access.  Unfortunately, those of us who have dealt with lawyers (yes, 
the good ones) know that being right has little to do with justice served.  
 
 Here’s what happens: a Texas professor calls me with her story of being 
wronged.  I quickly announce that I am not a licensed attorney and will not be 
dispensing legal advice, only process.  I have no idea if she “has a case.”  Sometimes 
the caller is a former member, or was not a member when the incident occurred 
AND when the allegation was formally made.  My hands are tied.  Nobody sells life 
insurance when the casket is lowered.
 
 Next, I ask if the caller is familiar with her employer’s faculty handbook and 
if all administrative appeals have been exhausted.  At most universities I know of 
sage TACT members who are more than willing to be a sounding board, and may 
know the best higher education labor lawyer in town.  If we get to this point, I share 
the phone number of our insurance agent who will listen to the member and provide 
assistance.
 
 No one likes to consider what a protracted legal entanglement could do to 
their peace of mind and relationships.  I’ve been there on a contractual difference of 
opinion.  The lost sleep is bad enough; the financial consequences can be devastating.  
I am proud that TACT can offer its members, if not a guarantee of eight hours of 
sleep, at least financial protection against career-debilitating circumstances.
   
-Chuck  

Executive Director’s Report

by Chuck Hempstead
TACT Executive Director

 Usually in this space I discuss politics and the 
Legislature, and I will again.  November elections will 
result in possibly the most conservative Texas Legislature 
I have worked with in 35 years.  It will show that while the 
Tea Party influence is waning in parts of the country, it is at 
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The 50th Anniversary of the 1964 
Civil Rights Act
by Gaines West
West, Webb, Allbritton & Gentry, P.C.

 Much has been written about 2014 marking the passing 
of 50 years since President Lyndon Baynes Johnson signed into 
law Title VII, commonly referred to as the 1964 Civil Rights Act.  
Few enactments in our lifetime have had as much direct applica-
tion to our daily lives as this law.  There are laws in Texas that 

eventually were passed that mirror this federal law, and are enacted in our own Labor Code.  
Today, college professors and staff alike, are protected from discrimination when adverse 
personnel decisions are based on reasons that reveal an animus {hatred} for a person that are 
based on prohibited motives.  Most know this law for its effect in prohibiting adverse actions 
in the area of race based discrimination, but the law has broader implications and prohibits 
an array of actions that are undertaken when the adverse action is taken because of an em-
ployee’s National Origin, gender and religious beliefs.  There is no question that a professor 
or staff member may make either a state claim with the Texas Workforce Commission – Civil 
Rights Division {TWC-CRD}, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission {EEOC} 
within a proscribed period {180 days from the complained of violation with the TWC-CRD, 
or 300 days from the complained of violation with the EEOC}, but making a complaint may 
not yield many good results.  Here is why: both the TWC-CRD and EEOC typically sim-
ply process the complaint and within 6 months, and sometimes much longer, find that their 
investigation could not conclude if discrimination in fact occurred.  As a result, each agency 
will issue a Right to Sue letter.  Texas is what we call a dual filing state, so if the complaint 
is filed in the first 180 days the complainant ultimately will decide which route to pursue, 
either a state lawsuit or federal one.  The Right to Sue letter {that most assuredly is sent at the 
conclusion of the “investigation”} will give the complainant 60 days to file in state court or 90 
days to file in federal court.  Here’s where the “right” conveyed by the law becomes illusory 
at best.  The cost of pursuing any institutional client through state of federal court is crush-
ing.  University legal departments are well accustomed to defending the institution and have 
either no budgetary limits in doing so, or almost unlimited budgets.  Typically, employment 
disputes are not litigated on a contingent fee basis, so the professor or staff member must 
pay to enforce their “right” out of their own pocketbook by hiring their own lawyer. Simply 
put, based on cost issues alone, it is an unfair fight.  Add to this imbalance a judiciary which 
typically doesn’t easily relate to what goes on in higher education.  The courts simply seem to  
feel as though colleges and universities ought to use some good old “collegiality” to address 
their differences, and can as a result be quite dismissive of such claims. To add to this conun-
drum, this writer has long observed that any specific discipline in higher education seems to 
have a smaller {than you would think} “audience” of similarly situated professionals around 
the country who would almost instantly know of a lawsuit.  More than one client of mine has 
decided to forgo the possible enforcement of their claim simply because they know it would 
end their future job prospects in their field of work.  
 Sounds a bit dim doesn’t it?  It isn’t that the law doesn’t provide protections, it’s just 
that in pursuing one’s rights, there are an array of issues to consider.   
 Here is my take-away about the 50th Anniversary celebration of this significant enact-
ment:  It is better to have it, for sure, but we are a long long way from truly protecting our 
workplace from discrimination. 
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The James M. Puckett, Ph. D.
Government Relations Fund

Temporarily dedicated to TACT’s new website
to improve legislative communication!

For nearly 70 years, TACT has been on the front lines of higher education issues in Texas. 
The GRF assists TACT with a key component of our mission: communicating TACT’s 

legislative agenda (viewable here) in order to improve Texas higher education.

Your voluntary contribution to the GRF allows TACT to present its members’ agenda to key 
lawmakers and legislative committees. The GRF is never used for candidate contributions, 

only for activities that increase awareness of issues concerning faculty statewide. All 
expenditures are approved in advance by TACT’s President, President-Elect and Legislative 

Committee Chair.

Click Here to Contribute

Thank you to the 2013-2014 contributors
Stacey Bumstead

Jonathan Coopersmith
Mary DeShazo

Shirley Eoff  
Chuck  Hempstead
Harvey D. Johnson 

Joe Kemble 
W. Allen Martin 
Andrea Williams
Pamela J. Zelbst 

Peter Hugill
Debra Price

Mary Jo Garcia Biggs
Jerry Bruce

Gary Coulton
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Visit www.tact.org, and 
join TACT Today!

TACT Membership and EPLI: Renew Today!
In the current climate of uncertainty in Texas’ system of higher education, it’s 

important to have strong advocates. Since 1948, the Texas Association of College 
Teachers has served university professors in the areas of academic freedom, statis-
tical research, tenure implementation and protection, professional standards, and 

working conditions.  We invite you to take a key career step by becoming a member 
of TACT today for $158 (which includes professional liability insurance).

Your membership in TACT lets your voice be heard beyond your classroom and 
campus. We vigilantly monitor all agencies that affect faculty members to ensure 
that your interests are represented. Our First Alert emails and quarterly eBulletins 

provide you with current developments on educational public policy issues, and we 
are always soliciting articles from you, our members. We also maintain a regular 

presence at the Capitol, where we lobby policymakers on your top concerns.  

All TACT memberships include Educators Professional Liability Insurance (EPLI), 
which provides up to $2 million in coverage, plus legal fees for damages. EPLI is an 

important benefit for our members that has proven invaluable over the years. 

Sign up or renew your TACT membership today!

Visit “Join TACT” 
or renew over the phone by calling (512) 419-9275.
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